
Enemy of Mine: A Riveting Pike Logan Thriller
That Will Captivate You

In the realm of pulse-pounding thrillers, Brad Taylor's Pike Logan series
reigns supreme. With Enemy of Mine, Taylor delivers another heart-
stopping installment that will keep readers enthralled from cover to cover.
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Pike Logan, the enigmatic former Delta Force operative, finds himself
entangled in a web of international intrigue when a rogue Russian
billionaire is assassinated. Accused of the murder, Pike must race against
time to clear his name while uncovering a sinister plot that threatens
national security.
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As Pike digs deeper into the conspiracy, he uncovers a deadly alliance
between corrupt politicians, ruthless arms dealers, and shadowy
operatives. Pursued by relentless assassins and hunted by both the CIA
and the Russian FSB, Pike must use all his skills and intuition to stay alive
and expose the truth.

With each twist and turn, Taylor ratchets up the tension, creating a
relentless pace that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. Enemy of
Mine is a masterful blend of heart-pounding action, geopolitical intrigue,
and complex characters that will leave a lasting impression.

Meet Pike Logan, the Unforgettable Protagonist
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Pike Logan is a character that readers will never forget. A former Delta
Force operative, Pike possesses an unparalleled skillset and an
unwavering determination. But beyond his physical prowess, Pike is also a
man of integrity and compassion.

In Enemy of Mine, Pike's humanity shines through as he grapples with the
moral dilemmas of his mission. His loyalty to his country and his team is
tested to the limit, forcing him to make difficult choices that will haunt him
long after the battle is over.

Brad Taylor: A Master of the Thriller Genre

Brad Taylor is a former Delta Force operator who brings an unmatched
authenticity to his writing. He has drawn upon his extensive military
experience to create a series of thrillers that are both realistic and deeply
immersive.

Taylor's writing is characterized by its gritty realism, attention to detail, and
relentless pacing. He creates characters that readers can relate to and
situations that feel both plausible and utterly terrifying.

Enemy of Mine: A Must-Read for Thriller Enthusiasts

If you're looking for a heart-stopping thriller that will keep you on the edge
of your seat from beginning to end, Enemy of Mine is the book for you.
Brad Taylor's masterful storytelling and unforgettable characters will leave
you breathless and craving more.

Don't miss out on the latest installment in the Pike Logan series. Free
Download your copy of Enemy of Mine today and prepare yourself for a



thrilling adventure that will stay with you long after you've turned the last
page.
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Rediscover the Old Testament with a
Captivating Graphic Novel
Prepare to embark on an extraordinary literary journey as you dive into
the pages of Brick Bible Presents: New Spin on the Old Testament. This
captivating graphic novel...

The Christmas Story: The Brick Bible for Kids
LEGO&reg; Bricks Meet the Nativity Prepare your children for the magic
of Christmas with The Brick Bible for Kids: The Christmas Story. This
beloved...
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